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Abstract 

Software testing often consumes up to 50% of the overall software costs. A large amount of time and money within the 
test process is spent due to incomplete, inconsistent or ambiguous informal specifications of the test objects. A more formal 
approach to the early phases of software development can reduce the error rate drastically and in addition can significantly 
improve the central testing activities like test case design and test evaluation. The most important pre-requisite for a thorough 
software test is the design of complete test cases which is often performed in ad-hoc manner due to absence of automation, since 
they determine the kind and scope and hence the quality of the test. This paper proposes an approach for generating test cases 
from informal specifications combining the category partition method and the classification tree method. To start with, the 
informal specification is converted to formal specification. Then the test objects(categories and choices) are identified which is at 
present done in an ad-hoc manner. Then the classification tree method(CTM) which is an extended approach of category partition 
method is used to generate the test cases since this CTM is well suited for automation and visualization. Then the generated test 
cases are minimized using Concept Analysis Technique where the related test cases are judged using concept lattice.  
 
Index Terms: Black box testing, category-partition method, classification-tree method, software testing, relation 
table, concept lattice, concept analysis. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
An objective of software testing is to find errors in the test object by executing it with selected test data. 

Testing is the primary method through which the producer of software and the user or customer gain confidence that 
the software will work as intended or specified. A thorough test which does not find errors can provide increased 
justification for confidence in the correctness of the test object [3], [4].  
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A systematic test of a test object on the basis of its specification (black-box test) starts with the design of 
relevant test cases. A test case describes a certain input situation to be tested by comprising a set of input data. That 
is, it abstracts from concrete test data and defines them, only in so far as it is required for the intended test. The 
formal specification of the test object forms the basis for a systematic design of relevant test cases. There are many 
test tools available nowadays. Most of these test tools support the test execution process. This includes the 
execution, systematic storage and re-execution of specified test cases.  

 
Test execution tools do not help in developing the test cases. Test cases have to be developed by clever 

humans, who, while reading and studying specifications think hard about what to test and about how to write test s 
scripts that test what they want to test. There are not many tools available that can help with, let alone automate, the 
generation of good tests from specifications. Yet, also test generation, i.e., the activity of systematically and 
efficiently developing tests from specifications is a laborious, manual, and error- prone process. One of the main 
bottlenecks for automating the test generation process is the shape and status of specifications. In the first place, 
many current-day specifications are unclear, incomplete, imprecise and ambiguous, as explained above, which is not 
a good starting point for systematic development of test cases. In the second place, current-day specifications are 
written in natural language, e.g., English, German, etc. Natural language specifications are not easily amenable to 
tools for automatic derivation of the test cases. 

 
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The first section concentrates on the Problem Formulation and 

the Approach followed. The next section explains the design aspects of the proposed system. Then the 
implementation aspects are discussed and finally the future work.  

 
 

2. Problem Definition 

As experience shows, a tool support is extremely helpful in real-world test problems. Tools for white-box testing are 
widely used in practice. However, there is a lack of tools for test case design using a black-box approach (i.e. testing 
based on the functional specification). This shortage is mainly caused by the lack of black-box testing methods 
which are well suited for automation and which are, at the same time, powerful and easy to use in practice. 
 
CPM reveals the following problems:[2]  
 
(a) All the constraints among choices must be defined manually. This can be ineffective and prone to human errors 
in real-life situations where there are many such constraints. 
 
(b) There is no precise mechanism for checking for consistency among constraints. This may affect the correctness 
and completeness of the test frames generated. 
 
(c) The generator for processing the test specification is meant to be run repeatedly with additional constraints being 
imposed in each round, thereby reducing the number of test frames generated, until the software tester can afford to 
run the test cases generated from test frames. 
 
CTM is especially suited for automation since[2] ( 
 
a) it decomposes the test case design process into several steps which can be automated individually allowing the 
tool to appropriately guide the user  
 
(b) it offers a graphical notation well suited for visualization in a modern graphical user interface. 

 
To address these problems, An integrated method is proposed which includes the following features: 

 
(a) A more rigorous approach for conversion of Informal Functional Specification to Formal Specification using Z. 
(b) Test Object identification(categories and choices) using CPM. 
(c) Designing a Classification Tree using test objects identified and generation of test cases. 
(d)  Selection of consistent test cases.  
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Fig. 1 Approach to Proposed System 
 

 The problem is formulated and approached as shown in the Figure 1. The requirement is gathered from the 
customer. The Business Analyst prepares the informal specification in natural language and formal specification is 
developed for it by the proposed system. The categories and choices are identified by having CPM to be the base 
method. Then the test cases are generated using CTM and the consistent test cases are delivered using concept 
lattice. 
 
 
3. Materials and Methods 

According to various authors [2], software testing is a labor-intensive and expensive process. In order to 
improve on its effectiveness, testing should be well planned and organized. In particular, the construction of test 
cases is an important aspect, because it affects the scope and hence the quality of the process [2]. This inspired 
various researchers to develop test case construction methods. 

 
A. Category Partition Method 

 
CPM is a specification-based testing technique developed by Ostrand and Balcer  [2]. The method consists 

of the following steps: 
(a) Decompose the functional specification into functional units that can be tested independently. 
(b) Identify the parameters (the explicit inputs to a functional unit) and environment conditions (the state of the 
system at the time of execution) that affect the execution behavior of the function. 
(c) Find categories (major properties or characteristics) of information that characterize each parameter and 
environment condition. 
(d) Partition each category into choices, which include all the different kinds of values that are possible for that 
category. 
(e) Determine the constraints among the choices of different categories. For example, one choice may require that 
another is absent, or has a particular value. 
(f) Write the test specification (which is a list of categories, choices, and constraints in a predefined format) using 
the test specification language TSL. 
(g) Use a generator to produce test frames from the test specification. Each generated test frame is a set of choices 
such that each category contributes no more than one choice. 
(h) For each generated test frame, create a test case by selecting a single element from each choice in that test frame. 
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B. Classification Tree Method 
 
The classification-tree method (GROC1)[1] is a special approach to (black-box) partition testing partly 

using and improving ideas from the category-partition method defined by Ostrand and Balcer (OSTR).[2] 
The use of the classification-tree method can be explained using a simple example. The test object is a 

Computer Vision System which should determine the size of different objects(Figure2).  

 
Fig. 2. Computer Vision System 

 
The possible inputs are various building blocks. Appropriate aspects in this particular case would be, for 

example, the size, colour and shape of a block (Figure 3). 

 
Fig 3. Aspects for classification 

 
The classification based on the aspect ‘colour’ leads, for example, to a partition of the input domain into 

red, green and blue blocks, the classification based on shape produces a partition into circular, triangular and square 
blocks. An additional aspect is introduced for the triangle class: the shape of triangle. The various classifications and 
classes are noted as classification tree (Figure 4). 

 
Fig 4. Classification Tree 

 
In the combination table associated with the tree some possible test cases are marked as examples. Test 

case three, for instance, describes the test with a small blue isosceles triangle. 
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C. Formal Methods 
 
Observing that the test process can profit by using formal specifications and that test case design is the most 

important prerequisite for a thorough software test, there have been quite a few attempts [9],[10] in the recent past to 
generate test cases on the basis of formal specifications written in the specification language Z. The methods used in 
these papers are based on partition testing [9]. Some authors [10] have compared this method with random testing 
and doubted its usefulness 
 
D. Concept Lattice 
 

A concept lattice is a structured graph for representing knowledge, so that the structure can be used in the 
representation system. Concept analysis is a mathematical technique for clustering objects that have common 
discrete attributes. Concept analysis takes as input a set O of objects, a set A of attributes, and a binary relation R 

 O  A, called a context, which relates the objects to their attributes. The relation R is implemented as a 
Boolean-valued table in which there exists a row for each object in O and a column for each attribute in A; the entry 
of table [o, a] is true if object o has attribute a; otherwise, it is false.[1] 

 
 

4. Implementation Methodology 

The proposed system is developed and the results are tested with respect to a specific application named LENS.[6] 
The test cases are represented in Concept Lattice format and the test cases are minimized and the minimized test 
suite is generated. 

 
Fig. 5 Concept Lattice for Generated Test Cases 

 
Now the minimized test suite will have only tc7 and tc8. 
 
 

5. Results and Discussions 

A strategy(Fig. 6) for test case generation is as follows: 
 
(a) Transform the system’s specification to be more    concise and structured. 
(b) Decompose the specification into functional   unit - to be tested independently. 
(c) Convert the Functional Specification to Z-Spec. 
(d) Find categories that characterize each parameter and environment condition. Every category should be 
partitioned into distinct choices. 
(f) Generate the classification tree using the identified categories and choices. 
(g) Develop combination table for it. 
(h) Combine the combinations to form test cases. 
(i) Select the consistent test cases using Lattice. 
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Fig. 6 Design of Proposed System 

 
6. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, an integrated method framework is discussed for  supporting test case generation and test case 

minimization. The major merits of the framework are: 
(a) The constraints among choices are captured in a rigorous and systematic manner via the introduction of various 
relations. 
(b) All possible test cases are generated using the CTM.  
(c) A method for reducing the redundant test cases and minimizing the generated test cases using Concept 
Lattice. 
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